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The table below summarizes the notional and admitted value of the Company’s derivatives as of 
December 31, 2013 and 2012 (in thousands).  

Notional Asset Liability Notional Asset Liability

Derivatives not designated as hedging
  instruments:
    Interest rate swaps 2,551,400$ 49,779$ 49,983$  3,753,200$ 131,497$ 131,602$
    CPI swaps 59,922      -           309        85,135      1,446       -             
    Credit default swaps 241,700    947      5,492     248,000    402          6,201     
    Options 1,994,703 36,455 36,455   1,393,552 62,514     62,514   

           
           Total non-hedging derivatives 4,847,725 87,181 92,239   5,479,887 195,859   200,317 

Derivatives designated as hedging 
  instruments — interest rate swaps 49,131      -           7,872     57,275      560          289        

           Total hedging derivatives 49,131      -           7,872     57,275      560          289        

Total derivatives 4,896,856$ 87,181$ 100,111$ 5,537,162$ 196,419$ 200,606$

December 31, 2013
Admitted Value Admitted Value

December 31, 2012*

 

*During 2013, the Company determined the notional on affiliated options was excluded in the tables above for 2012 resulting in 
an understatement of the notional by $696,776 thousand.  The 2012 notional for equity index options has been corrected in the 
table above changing the previously disclosed options from $696,776 thousand to $1,393,552 thousand to reflect notional with 
all counterparties.   

Loan-Backed Securities — The estimated fair value of loan-backed securities at December 31, 2013 
and 2012, was $2,390.8 million and $2,393.7 million respectively. The valuation of loan-backed 
securities is based primarily on matrix pricing or other similar techniques using standard market inputs 
including spreads for actively traded securities, spreads off benchmark yields, expected prepayment 
speeds and volumes, current and forecasted loss severity, rating, weighted average coupon, weighted 
average maturity, average delinquency rates, geographic region, debt-service coverage ratios and 
issuance-specific information including, but not limited to: collateral type, payment terms of the 
underlying assets, payment priority within the tranche, structure of the security, deal performance and 
vintage of loans. 

The following table represents securities within the scope of SSAP No. 43R, Loan-Backed and 
Structured Securities (SSAP 43R), disclosed in the aggregate, for which an other-than-temporary 
impairment has been recognized as of December 31, 2013 and 2012, respectively (in thousands). These 
securities have been classified on the basis for the other-than-temporary impairment recognized. 

2013 2012

Intent to sell 9,732$ 4,863$  
Inability or lack of intent to retain the investment security for a period 
  of time sufficient to recover the amortized cost basis -           -           
Present value of cash flows expected to be collected is less than the                    
  amortized cost basis of the security -           12,555 

Total 9,732$ 17,418$

Aggregate Other-
Than-Temporary

Impairment

 






































































